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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose in this paper is to consider the asymptotic behavior of 
solutions of the nonlinear Volterra equation 
u(t) + .’ a(t - s) g@(s)) ds 3 f(t), 
J 
t > 0, (1.1) 
0 
in a Hilbert space H, where a(t) is a real function on [0, co) and g is a 
nonlinear (multivalued) operator having its domain D(g) and range R(g) in 
H. We say a function U: [0, co) + H is a solution of (1.1) on [0, co) if the 
following conditions hold: 
u E L:,,(O, co; H), (1.2) 
44 E D( d a.e. on [0, co), (1.3) 
there exists w E L :,,(O, co ; HI, (l-4) 
such that 
w(t) E gW>) a.e. on [0, co), (1.5) 
u(t) + J% a(t - s) w(s) ds = J-(0, t > 0. (1.6) 
Lf,,(O, co; H) denotes the space of H-valued measurable functions 
U: [0, co) -+ H such that Ii I] u(s)]]’ ds < a0 for all t > 0. 
Recently, Baillon and Clement [3] established mean ergodic theorems for 
solutions of nonlinear Volterra equations in Hilbert space. 
In the present paper, we study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 
(1.1) by using nonlinear ergodic theorems. The first mean ergodic theorem 
was given by Baillon [l] and it was improved by several authors [3, 8, 141. 
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But these results are not applicable directly to our subject. Then, in 
Section 2, we establish nonlinear ergodic theorems which are applicable to 
the study of the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (1.1). In Section 3, 
we give our main results. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 give sufficient conditions for 
the mean convergence of the solutions of (1.1). Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 give 
sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of the solutions of (1.1). The 
proofs of theorems in Section 3 are given in Section 4. In Section 5, some 
examples are presented. 
Throughout this paper H will denote a real Hilbert space with norm 
denoted by 11 . (1 an inner product (., .). Let g be a nonlinear (multivalued) d 
operator in H. Then we define 
D(g) = {u: g(u) f 01, g-l(u) = {Ix 24 E g(u)}. 
Let C be a subset of H and T be a mapping from C into itself. Then we 
define 
S,x = + (x + TX + T*x + . . . + T”-‘x) 
for x E C. We denote by c and EC, the closure and closed convex hull of 
C, respectively. 
2. NONLINEAR ERGODIC THEOREMS 
In this section, we give mean ergodic theorems which we will use to study 
the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (1.1). Let C be a closed convex 
subset of H. We shall say a continuous mapping T: C--t C is almost nonex- 
pansive if T satisfies the following conditions; 
(a) for any E > 0 and x, y E C, there exists a positive integer n, such 
that 
II TX’ - TY’ II < 11x’ - Y’ II + E, 
for all x’ E Co{ T”x: n > n,} and y’ E Co{ T”y: n > n,}; 
(b) there exists x E C such that lim,, I] 7”+k~ + T”xll exists for all 
k> 1. 
It is easy to see that any nonexpansive mapping [8] is almost nonexpansive. 
We shall say a family S = {S(t): t > 0) of almost nonexpansive mappings on 
C is a semigroup of almost nonexpansive mappings if S satisfies the 
following conditions; 
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(c) S(t + s) x = S(t) S(s) x for x E C and t, s 2 0; 
(d) S(O)x=x for xE C; 
(e) for each x E C, S(t) x is continuous in t 2 0; 
(f) for any E > 0, s > 0 and x, y E C, there exists t, > 0 such that 
II S(s) x’ - S(s) Y’ II s (Ix’ - Y’ II + E 
for all x’ E E%{s(t) x: t > to} and y’ E ZiT{S(t)y: t > t,}; 
(g) there exists x E C such that lim,,, I( S(t + s) x - S(t) xl/ exists for 
all s > 0. 
We first prove the following lemma by modifying the proof of Lemma 4 
of [IO]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let C be a closed convex subset of H and T: C --t C be a 
almost nonexpansive mapping with a fixed point. Suppose that T satisfies 
condition (b) at a point x in C. Then for each positive integer n, 
lim 11 TS, T’x - S, r’+ ‘XII = 0. (2.1) 
ProoJ: The proof is by induction on n. We first claim that (2.1) holds in 
the case n = 2. For the sake of simplicity, we set xi = T’x for i > 1. Let 
E > 0. Since T satisfies (a), we can choose a positive integer i, so large that 
11 T((X/ + TXi)/2) - Tx~/(’ S d (I TX, -Xi/J’ + E/Z (2.4 
and 
(I T((x, + Txi)/2) - T2xi I(’ < $ )I Txi - xil12 $- 42, (2.3) 
for all i > i,. While from (b), lim, (I Txi - xii) exists. Set r = lim, II TX, - xi)]. 
Then we can choose a positive integer i, so large that i, > i, and 
()ITx,-xi/l*-rY(<& forall i>i,. 
From (2.2), (2.3) and the above inequality, 
(1 T((x, + Txi)/2) - (TX, + T2xi)/2j12 = a(2 11 T((x, + Tx,)/2 - Txilj2 
+ 2 (1 T((Xi + TXi)/2) - T2Xi(12 
- I( TX, - T2xi II’) 
s E, 
for all i > i, . Since E is arbitrary, this completes the proof of the case n = 2. 
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Next we suppose that limi 1) TS,- 1 Xi - S,,- , Txil) = 0. From condition (b), 
we can see that lim, (1 S,- I TXi - xi (( exists because 
nf’ (Tkx, --Xi, T’x, -xJ 
k,l=l 
(II TkXi - Xi(12 + j( TiXi - x# - [I TkXi - T’x#). 
k,l= 1 
We set c = lim, 11 S, _ 1 Txi - xi I(. Let E > 0. Then by using (a), we can choose 
a positive integer i, so large that 
(1 TS,Xi - TX,)) < ))SnXi -XiJJ + G 
and 
IJJSn-1Txi-xiII-c(6E, IITS,_,TXi-S,-*T’Xi)J < E9 
for all i > i,. Then we have that for each i > i,, 
((TSnXi-S”-IT*Xij( 
~~lTS,Xi-TS,-,TX,JJ+))TS,-,TX,-Ss,-,T2XiII 
<\lS,xi-S,-,TXiJJ+2E 
<~llS,-,TXi-x~// +2& 
< a (c + E) + 2E. 
Also we have that for each i > i, , 
[I Ts,xi - Txi 11 < 11 S” Xi - Xi 11 + E 
n-l 
Q- n llsn-* Txi-xill +& 
G + (c + E) + E. (2.5) 
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Then from (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain that 
I/Ts”xi-s,TxiIJ2= ;(Ts,xi-Txi)+~ 
/I 
2 (TS,x, - s,_, T2Xi) 
II 
=+ijTS,x,- Tx# +Fi/TS,xi -S,_, T2xi)12 
- e )/S,-, T’x, - TxilJ2 
< E’ + E” + E”’ for all i > i,, 
where 
El= P- 1) 
n3 &((2n- l)E+2(n- l)c), 
&“Jn--)(2n+l)6((2n+l)&+2c) 
n3 
and 
& 11, _ n - l - - E(2C - &). 
n 
Since E is arbitrary, this comples the proof. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let C be a closed convex subset of H and T: C --) C be a 
almost nonexpansive mapping with a unique fixed point z,, in C. Suppose that 
T satisfies conditin (b) at x in C and { T”x) is bounded. Then S,x converges 
weakly to z,,. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.1, we can construct a sequence {S, Tk#x},>, c H 
such that 
li? 1) TS, T’(nx - S, Tknf ‘x I( = 0. (2.6) 
Let {S,, Tkn’x} be a weakly convergent subsequence of (S, Tk”x} with weak 
limit y E C. We claim that Ty = y, i.e., y = zO. Since y E nk Co{ T”x: n > k}, 
it follows from (2.6) and (a) that 
lin$nf l/S,,, pn’x - Tyll 
< liyinf ([IS,, Tkn’x - S,, Tknz+‘xJI + IIS,, Tkn”‘x - Tyll) 
< lim -$/I Tkn’x - Tkn”“‘xIJ + liyinf [IS,, Tkn3+‘x - Tyll 
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< litninf 11 TS,, Tkn’x - Ty(l 
= liminf 1) S,, Tkn’x - yl\. 
While if y # Ty, then by Opial’s condition [ 121, 
lit$nf I/ S,, Tke,x - yjl < limmf 1) S,,, Tkn’x - Tyjl. (2.8) 
Then from (2.7) and (2.8), we obtain that y = Ty = z,,. Therefore, it follows 
that any sequence {S, Tknx} which satisfies (2.6) converges weakly to zO. 
Then by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem of [lo], we obtain 
that S,x converges weakly to zO. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let C be a closed convex subset of H and S = {S(t): 
t > 0) be an almost nonexpansive semigroup on C with a unique fixed point 
z0 E C for all S(t). Suppose that S satisfies condition (g) at x E C, (S(t)x: 
t > 0) is bounded and 
(h) for each E > 0, there exists an s > 0 such that 
lim sup /I S(t + 5) x - S(t) x/I < e. 
t-rco o<r<s 
Then (l/t) jb S( ) d r x r converges weakly to z0 as t + co. 
Proof: Let E > 0 and choose s > 0 such that 
lim sup I( S(t + T) x - S(t) xlj < E. 
t+oO OGTSS 
Then we have that 
1) S(ks + t) x - S(ks) x(( 
where (n + 1) s > T > ns. Since ((l/n) C;:A S(ks) x} converges weakly to 
zo, it follows that any weak limit point of {(l/T) 1,’ S(t) x dz} is contained in 
the set II, = {y E H: 11 y - xoJI GE}. Since E is arbitrary, we obtain the 
conclusion of Corollary 2.1. 
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We also give the following weak convergence theorem which is due to 
Opial [ 131 in the case that T is nonexpansive. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let C be a closed convex subset of H and T: C+ C be a 
continuous mapping which satisfies (a) and has a unique fixed point z,, E C. 
Let x E C. Suppose that { T”x} is bounded and 
lim /) Tnt ‘x - T”xJl = 0. (2.9) n 
Then T”x converges weakly to z,, as n + co. 
ProoJ Let { T’Qx} c { T”x} be a weakly convergent subsequence with 
weak limit y E C. Then y E flk Co{ T”x: n > k). Therefore by (a) and (2.9) 
limkinf ]] T”kx - Tyij < limkinf {]I TnKx - T”At’xll + 11 T”“” - TyII} 
< limkinf I] Tnkx - yll. (2.10) 
While if y # Ty, then by Opial’s condition, 
limkinf ]/ T”“x - yl] < limkinf ]/ Tnkx - Tyll. (2.11) 
Then form (2.10) and (2.1 l), we obtain that y = Ty = z,,. This implies that 
T”x converges weakly to z,,. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let C be a closed convex subset of H and S = {S(t): 
t > 0) be an almost nonexpansive semigroup on C with a unique common 
fixed point z,, E C. Let x E C. Suppose that {S(t) x: t > 0) is bounded and 
lim ]] S(t + s) x - S(t) x(1 = 0 
t-cc 
for each s > 0. (2.12) 
Then S(t) x converges weakly to z0 as t -+ co. 
Remark 2.1. Equation (2.12) is a stronger condition than (g). Therefore, 
any family S of operators on C which satisfies (c)-(f) and (2.12) is an 
almost nonexpansive semigroup on C. 
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3. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
We first list the hypotheses which we will use in the following theorems. 
g is a maximal monotone operator in H, (3.1) 
g is strictly monotone, (3.2) 
a(O)>OandaEL”(O,co), (3.3) 
f(O) E D( g>, (3.4) 
a, f are locally absolutely continuous on 10, co), (3.5) 
d EL'(0, co)nL2(0, CO>, (3.6) 
f’ E L&(0, co; H) and there existsf, E H (3.7) 
such that 
.h 
for h > 0. 
Remark 3.1. Hypotheses (3.1) and (3.3~(3.5) are usual assumptions for 
the existence of the solutions of (1.1) (cf. [4, 9, 111). Hypothesis (3.7) holds 
whenever f’ E Lp(O, co; H), 1 < p < co. 
Now we state the main results about the asymptotic behavior of the 
solutions of (1.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (3.1~(3.7) hold. Suppose that there exists a solution 
u of (1.1) which satisjies the folowing conditions; 
sup Ilu(t < co, (3.8) 
there exists g, E H such that g(u) - g, E L2(0, CO; H). (3.9) 
In addition, assume that f, - (IF a’(s) ds) g, E R(g). Then (l/t) 1; U(S) ds 
converges weakly to the point g-‘(f. - u? a’(s) ds) g,) as t -+ 00. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (3.1)-(3.5) and (3.7) hold. In addition, assume that 
foER(d and 
lim sup ] a(( + s) - a(t)1 = 0, 
s-r0 t>o 
a’ E L2(0, ~0). 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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Suppose that there exists a solution u of (1.1) which satisfies (3.8) and the 
following condition: 
g(u) E L’(0, co; H). (3.12) 
Then (l/t) 1; U(S) d s converges weakly to the point g-‘(f,) as t + 0~). 
Concerning the weak convergence of the solutions for (l.l), we give the 
following theorems. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (3.1~(3.6) hold. In addition, assume that 0 E R( g) 
and 
f’ E L:,,(o, a; H) and fiz .loh Ilf’(t + r)]] dr = 0 for h > 0. (3.13) + 
Suppose that there exists a solution u of (1.1) which satisfies (3.8) and 
g(u) E L2(0, co; H). (3.14) 
Then u(t) converges weakly to g- ’ (0) as t --t CD. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (3.1)-(3.5), (3.10), (3.11), and (3.13) hold and 
assume that 0 E R(g). Suppose that there exists a solution u of (1.1) which 
satisfies (3.8) and (3.12). Then u(t) converges weakly to g-‘(O) as t -+ co. 
4. PROOFS 
In this section we first deal with the initial value problem: 
Wt) 
7 + A (v(t)) 3 h(t), t > 0, 
(4.1) 
where A is a maximal monotone operator in H, h is a mapping from [0, co) 
to H and v0 E D(A). 
Here we restate an existence theorem for the problem (4.1) (cf. [5, 61). 
THEOREM (Existence). Let h E L&(0, co; H) and v(0) E D(A). Then 
(4.1) has a unique integral solution [4] v which satisfies that v(t) E D(A) a.e. 
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on [O, co). In addition, if w is a solution of (4.1) with (h, uO) replaced by 
(k wd, then 
/I v(t) - ‘+‘@>I1 - 1 u(s) - w(s)11 < 1’ I/ h(r) - k(r)11 dr 
‘S 
for t>s>O. (4.2) 
Now we define a family of operators on D(A) x (0, 1 J. Suppose that 
h E L,‘,,(O, co; H) in (4.1). Let IJI be a strictly monotone decreasing, 
continuous function from (0, co) to (0, 1 J such that y/(O) = 1 and 
lim 1-tco y(t) = 0. Set X= H x R endowed with norm ]i](u, s)]]] = 
(I] VI]* + ]s]‘)““. For each t > 0, we define an operator S(t): D(A) x (0, l] + 
W) x (0, 11 by 
s(t)(%~ u/(s)) = (et>, v(s + t>>, (4.4) 
where u is the integral solution of the initial value problem: 
dv(r) dz + A(v(z)) 3 h(s f ~1, 
u(0) = vo. 
7 > 0, 
(43) 
Then it is easy to see that the family S = {S(t): t > 0) satisfies conditions 
(c), (d) and (e) on D(A) x (0, 11. The following lemma gives a sufficient 
condition for the operator S(t) to have a continuous extension on 
D(A) x IO, 11. 
LEMMA 4.1. If there exists a point h, E H such that 
fim, ~~11 h(t+ s) - h,(l ds = 0 for c > 0, (4.6) * . 
then for each t > 0, S(t) is continuously extensible onto D(A) x [0, l]. 
Moreover, S satisjies (c), (d) and (e) on D(A) x [0, 11. 
Proof Let u0 E D(A) and {(v,, c,)} CX be a sequence such that 
(v,}cD(A), limv,=v,, 0 < c, < 1 and lim, c, = 0. Let v be the solution of 
the problem: 
dv(s) 
7 + A(+)) 3 ho, 
v(0) = vo. 
s > 0, 
(4.7) 
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Let t > 0. We set I,v(s,,) = c, and S(t)(v,, c,) = (w,, ~(s, + t)) for each 
n > 1. Then it is suffkient to show that {w,,) converges to v(t). From (4.2) 
Hence by (4.6) we obtain that {w,,} converges to v(t) and this completes the 
proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3. I. From (1. l), we have that 
Wt) 
dt + 40) g(Q)) + ( a’@ - s) g@(s)) ds = f’(t), t > 0, (4.8) 
-0 
and 
40) = f(O)* (4.9) 
Put h(t) = f’(t) - s6 a’(t - S) g(u(s)) ds, A = a(O) g in (4. l), and let S be the 
family of operators defined by (4.4). Then u is the solution of (4.1) 
corresponding to the initial value v. =f(O) and S(t)(v,, 1) = (u(t), v(t)) for 
each t > 0. Then from the hypothesis, (S(t)(v,, 1): t > 0) is bounded in X. 
Hence we have that for each (v, v/(s)) E D(g) x (0, 11, (S(t)(v, u/(s)): t > 0) 
is bounded. In fact, from (4.2), we see that 
II 0) - u(t + s>ll G II y - Doll for t>O, 
where (v(t), y(t + s)) = S(t)(v, w(s)) for t > 0. Therefore, in order to prove 
Theorem 3.1, it is sufficient to show that S satisfies (e) and satisfies (g) and 
(h) at (f(O), 1). First we show that S(t) is continuously extensible onto 
D(g) x 10, l]. By (3.6) and (3.9), we have that 
.% .t 
’ II’ 
a’(t - s>(gW)> + go) ds ’ dt < lb’lltqo,,, II g(u) - go/l:qo.cc:,w 
.o .o /I (4.10) 
Put ho =f, - (so” a’(s) ds) go. Then by (3.7) and (4.10) it follows that for 
each r > 0, 
.! 
lim 1 ()h(t+s)-h,lJds 
r-a. 0 
< lim jl~rllf’(t+~)--llds+l:(Ij~~ a’(W+ojld~ t-m .o -f+s 
a’(t + s - z)(g(u(r)) - go) dt 
Ii ) 
ds = 0. (4.11) 
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Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, S(t) is continuously extensivle onto D(g) X (0, 11. 
Next we show that S satisfies (f). Fix r > 0, and let x = (u,, u/(s,)), y = 
(v,, ~(t,,)) E D(g) x (0, I]. Let E > 0. Then from (4.11) and the definition of 
VI, there exists t’ > 0 such that for all t > t’, 
f (( h(t + S) - A,(( ds < E 
-0 
and j u/(t)] < E. (4.12) 
Let x, = (u,, w(s,)) E co{S(r>x: r > t’}, y, = (u,, y(t,)) E co(S(r)y: 7: > t’}, 
and set S(r) x, = (u,, ~(s, + r)), S(r) y, = (v,, y(t, + r)). By the definition 
of S and v, we can see that s, , t, > t’. Then from (4.2) and (4.12), we obtain 
< IIU, - u,II + 2E. 
Therefore, 
IIIWxi - W-b, Ill* = Ilu2 - u2112 + I v(sl + 9 - v@, + dl’ 
where M= sup{]\ u(t) - U(S)\]: t, s > 0). Thus, S satisfies (f) on D(g) X (0, 11. 
By the same argument, we can see that S satisfies (f) on D(g) x [0, 11. Next, 
we show that S satisfies (g) at x = (f(O), ~(0)). From (1. l), we have that for 
each s, t > 0, 
u(t + s) - u(t) 
= f(t -I- s) -f(t) - !I (a(t + s - 5) - a(t - r))(g@(r)> - goI dr 
.tts .f+S 
- j, 4~ + s - r)(gW)) - goI dr - 1 a(r) go dr. (4.14) 
.I 
By (3.6) and (3.9), we have 
(a(t + s - r) - a(t - r))( g(u(r)) - go) dr ’ dt 
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where a,(t) = a(t + s) for t > 0. Then we have 
(a(v + s - r) - a(v - t))( g(u(r)) - g,) dr 
/I 
dv = 0. (4.15) 
Also we have 
/I 
.1+s 
,‘L: I a([ + s - r)( g(u(r>) - g,) dr .I II 
C ;Lz &4,,~ (-i:' II g(u(r>) - gol12 dr) I" = 0. 
From (3.6), we obtain 
where a(~) = lim,,, a(t). Hypothesis (3.7) implies that 
,‘$ (.t-(~ + s) -J-w> = s ‘Al. 
Then from (4.14)-(4.18), it follows that for each r > 0, 
.1+r 
fi”, j, II 4~ + s> - u(~)ll dr = r a s IIf, - a(a) g,ll; * 
while by (4.13), we have that for each r > 0 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
Then combining (4.19) and (4.20), we obtain that Cm,,, IIu(t + s) - u(t)11 
exists for each s > 0. Therefore, lim,,, 1) .S(t + s) x - S(t) x/I exists for each 
s > 0. Lastly, we show that (h) holds. From (3.6), we have that 
/I 
j’ (a@ + s - 7) - a(t - s>>(g(u(s)) - go) dr 
Ii 
2 
-0 
< II a, - a II:2 II g(u) - g” Ilt’w.co:ll~ 
< II g(u) - goIltw.m:,,, 
< s2 II a’ II,? II g(u) - goIIz~co,cD:ll~’ (4.21) 
Then from (4.14), (4.16), (4.17), (4.18) and (4.21), we can see that (h) 
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holds. By (3.2) and (3.7), each S(t) has a unique fixed point 
g .- ’ (f, - (.I-? a’(s) ds) g,,). Therefore, we can apply Corollary 2.1 and this 
completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof of Theorem 3.2 reproduces the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 with slight changes. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, (3.6) and 
(3.9) was used to show (4.1 l), (4.15) and (4.16). By using (3.11) and (3.12), 
we have that 
(4.22) 
Then (4.11) follows. Similarly we can see that (4.15) and (4.16) hold. 
Therefore, S satisfies (e) and satisfies (g) at x = (f(O), I). From (3.12) we 
have that 
1.’ (a@ + s - r) - a(t - t))(g(u(s)) dz 
-0 II 
G II a, -all,.= II ‘d~)ll,.~,om:,,,. 
Then from (3.10), (4.14), (4.16), (4.18) and (4.23), we can see that (h) holds 
and which completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let h, A and S be as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.1, it was shown that S satisfies (c)-(f) on 
D(g) x [ 0, 11 and satisfies (h) at x = (f(O), 1). Therefore, it is suffkient to 
show that S satisfies (2,12) at x. By (3.13), (3.14) and (4.19), we can see 
that lim,,, 11 u(t + s) - u(t)ll = 0 f or each s > 0. Therefore, S satisfies (2.12). 
Then by using Corollary 2.2, the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We can obtain the conclusion of Theorem 3.4 by 
modifying the proof of Theorem 3.3. So we omit the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
5. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let H = R and 
g(u) = f exp(--v-l), v>o 
= 0, U=O 
= - f exp(u-‘), v < 0. 
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Assume that 
a(t) = b(f) + c for f > 0 (c > 0), (5.1) 
b is locally absolutely continuous on (0, co) (5.2) 
b(t) > 0, b’(t) < 0 fr t > 0, (5.3) 
Re g(L) > 0 in Re(L) > 0, (5.4) 
where 
F(l) = jo” exp(-At) b(t) dt, 
(5.5) 
f(r) = h(t) + u. + c-O 4W) go, I’ 
where h E L*(O, co; H) f? Lm(O, co; H), lim,.,, h’(t) = 0, and g, E g(v”). 
In addition, assume that a and f satisfies the assumption of Theorem 3.1. 
Then by Theorem 1 of [4], there exists a solution u of (1.1). From (5.5) 
Eq. (1.1) can be written 
u(t) - u. + !/ a(t - s)( g@(s)) - go) ds = h(t), 
-0 
t > 0. 
Since a is of positive type [ 121, (5.6) implies 
1.’ II g(s) - goI/* ds + c 1.’ Mu(s)) - so> ds * 
0 II .O 
G (I (4), g(u(s)) - go> ds. 
.O 
Therefore, we can see that 
II g(u) - go/l,.w~:::ll, G II ~ll~~,O.cx::II~’ 
and 
c j: Mu(s)) - go) ds 
II /I 
* < Il~ll,,?~O.m:Il~ II g(u) - goI/f.~co.cc:~!,~ 
While from (5.6), 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
I +>I G c 
II 
.‘,’ (g@(s)) - go) ds // + (Ii’ W - s)(gW)> - so) ds /I 
0 
+ II W)ll + II uolI* 
505 ‘47 2 2 
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If we suppose that b E L’(0, co), then by (5.8) and (5.9), we have that 
supt /u(t)1 < co. Then we can apply Theorem 3.1, and Theorem 3.3. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 0 be a bounded and open subset of R” with 
sufficiently smooth boundary r. Let Hk(0) and H:(Q) stand for Sobolev 
spaces. We shall consider a nonlinear differential operator of the form 
Au = \‘ 
inzm 
(-1)‘“’ P&(X, U )...) PU), (5.10) 
where A,(x, z) are continuous in z and measurable in x. Assume that 
IA,(x,z)l<C \’ Iz,I, a.e. xEQ, zER”, 
IZrn 
(5.11) 
L (A,(x, z) - -4,(x, y)(z, - y,) > 0, 
lal<rn 
a.e. x E .R, z Z y, (5.12) 
and 
\’ A,(x,z)z, > c, \‘ lzJ2, 
inxm InZm 
c, > 0. (5.13) 
Let a(t) = b(t) for I 2 0 and assume that b satisfies (5.2)-(5.4). Let 
H=L’(R), V=Ht(fi) andg(v)=A f u or u E V. Then by Theorem 3 of 141, 
it follows that for any f E L’(O, co ; V), there exists a solution u of (I. 1) such 
that g(u) E L”(0, co; H). Now assuming that a E L’(O, co) and 
j-E L”(0, 00; f-0 we have that sup( lu(t)l < co. Then we can apply 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. 
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